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Abstract – New technology used semiconductor
elements for generating of high power pulses of
sub-nanosecond duration develops successfully
during last few years. Such generators are compact
(> 10 MW/kg), can work long time (resource > 1010

pulses), generate pulses with high repetition rate
(1–1000 kp/s). The short pulses (< 1 ns) can be ef-
fectively radiated in free space by non-large an-
tenna as the electromagnetic waves of the video
pulse shape with ultra wide band wavelength range
(so-called UWB radiation).

One module of the «FID Technology» high
power generator has a peak power by level
~ 40 MW (output pulse ~ 45 kV on 50-ohmic load).
A short pulse duration and limited level of the
voltage have allowed us to make a relativity non-
complex device without oil insulation. Such module
practically does not require service. Each genera-
tor module is connected to a radiating antenna that
is built as flat-plate TEM horn with an aperture
size of the 28×14 cm. One module of the generator
is used average electrical power on ~ 40 W range
from the unit power supply. The functionally com-
pleted unit has become after it included a device
for auto synchronization and a control of the out-
put pulse time-delay. An assembly of few this units
is used as the multiunit UWB-radiator with con-
trolled direction of the radiation patterns.

1. Introduction

The high power nano-second pulse generators are de-
veloped successfully last years using semiconductor
technology [1, 2, 3]. Now pico-second pulsed high
power generators are constructed also (see website:
www.fidtechnology.com). They are applied as power
source with high repetition of pulses in laser technique
and into the devices for electromagnetic sub-
nanosecond pulsed radiation with ultra-wideband fre-
quency spectrum (UWB radiators). The UWB radia-
tors are used in a radar technology of high spatial
resolution and for checking of electromagnetic com-
patibility.

2. Problems of Impulse Radiators

Usual the high power UWB radiation is produced on
an antenna array exciting by spike pulses of electrical
power of multi-megawatt level. The high voltage
pulses are supplied on the antenna feeders by coax
cables (typical impedance is 50 Ω). The feeder must
hold a high voltage and provide a passing of sharp
pulses. The UWB radiator technique is partially like
the microwave radar but it has principle differences.
A microwave radiation in the radar is formed as elec-
tromagnetic processes of stationary oscillations [4–6]
and the high effective radar operates on or near a
resonance frequency. A classic radar antenna is made
as a parabolic reflector witch is irradiated from open
face of pyramidal type metallic horn. Half angle of a
radiation pattern may be estimated by one factor:
∆θ ≈ 16°T/a1 (T – oscillation period, ns; a1 – size of
radiation surface, m) [6].

Opposite the UWB radiation may be presented
as a combination of many electromagnetic waves
with ultra wideband frequency spectrum. The pulse
radiation from antenna is being formed as electro-
magnetic process of non-stationary oscillations. Vari-
ous approximate analytical and numerical methods are
used now to calculate it [7–10]. A time variation of
radiated pulse depend at first on few parameters of a
voltage excited pulse: τf – rise-time, τp – pulse dura-
tion, and type of pulse shape. At last it depend on a
direction of observation. In particular, the pulse ra-
diator will be close to the microwave radar in a case
of bi-polar pulses of the voltage exciting pulsed an-
tenna [11].

We have used a mono-polar voltage pulses with
parameters: τf = 0.06–0.2 ns, τp < 1 ns, amplitude is
10–100 V for test generators (www.trimcom.ru) and
high power of 2–50 kV (www.fidtechnology.com). It
notices that pulsed radiators to compose with the
mono-polar short pulse generator and TEM-horns of
square aperture are exploited successfully during last
years at All Russian NIIOFI [7, 8]. In the IHED RAS
are also used the TEM-horns array as the high power
UWB radiator [12, 13].
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3. Approximate Calculation for Pulse of Electrical
Field Radiating by TEM-Horn
A TEM-horn for pulsed radiation is usual made with
two metallic flat electrodes with increasing gap be-
tween electrodes with a moving from a place of a
feeder voltage lead-in to a horn face of so-called the
open radiating surface. A coordinate plane (x, y, z1) is
set on the horn face, and axis z is set on symmetric
axis of horn with plus direction outside the face.
A cross-section of the horn has a rectangular form
with sizes: a(z) – electrode width (along x-axis) and
h(z) – gap between electrodes (along y-axis). As a rule
typical horns have small divergence angles (0.5 da/dz,
0.5 dh/dz < 0.3). Sizes of the horn face (at z1-point)
equal a1 and h1. On radiated surface at z1-point the
horn electrodes are cut short.

The TEM-horns compared with the microwave
horns have specific character of losses for transported
wave power. The losses are occurred due to the mar-
gins open sides in the TEM-horn. “Useful” wave
power (η0(z) part of total wave power) is transporting
between electrodes in “useful” area of the A(z) = ah.
Other (“non-useful”) part of the total wave power is
transporting outside the two-electrodes area. Also ra-
diated losses on the margins sides are occurring. The
η0(z) part of useful power regarding total power is
limited approximately by ratio of η0(z) = (R0 –
– R(z))/R0, where R(z) is the wave two-electrodes im-
pedance and R0 = 377 Ω. In a case of the square horn
aperture (a1 = h1) the η0(z) is equal to 0.5 and for the
aperture (a1 = 2h1) it equal to 0.7. High efficiency of
the TEM-horn is arriving for aspect ratio of the
a1/h1 ≥ 2.

For a field approximate calculation at far zone (a
distance of zf >> a1, h1) one can use time domain
method of the equivalent surface current [7, 8]. It is a
widening of known Huygens-Kirchhoff method de-
veloped for microwave radars [4–6]. Instead currents

of real sources are used the secondary currents. They
are determined by means of data for the Es(s, t) –
electrical and Hs(s, t) – magnetic fields on some sur-
face placed around the real sources. For shortness we
write the final expression for electrical field at far
zone
(zf = r) on z-axis of the horn symmetric axis (omit time
delay by ∆t = r/c, c = 0.3 m/ns – wave velocity):
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We use the following units: r – m; t – ns; c – m/ns;
E – kV/m; H – kA/m; P = E·H – MW/m2; V – kV; I –
kA; R – Ω; W = V·I – MW; E/H = R0 = 120π Ω – im-
pedance of electromagnetic wave in free space.

Some problems arise for a choice of the s – surface
and a calculation of the field intensity on this surface.
Simple way to solve they will be apply known as-
sumptions used in the radar analysis [5, 6]: 1) the
s ≡ s1, 2) neglect the reflected currents on the external
electrode surfaces, 3) use the moving transverse elec-
tromagnetic (TEM) wave as a source of the (Ey, Hx)-
fields (–R0Hx = Ey, –V1(z1, t) = h1·Ey(z1, t)). This ap-
proach is used in [7, 8] for a calculation of an antenna
array with the TEM-horns excited simultaneously.
The authors suppose that the currents on electrode
edges overflow from one horn to the other without any
reflections. Same approach may be used for rough
calculations. In practice estimation of the electrical
field value at far zone is obtained usually by approxi-
mate formula [12]
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where are FOM = rE – Factor of Merit (kV), η1g –ra-
diation efficiency for Wg0 – generator power, τ1f – ef-
fective rise-time of pulsed radiation. It is some prob-
lems how to estimate values of the η1g and τ1f .

 

 
Fig. 1. The numerical results of the electrical fields Ez(t, r = 1 m) and Ez(t = 5 ns, r) are shown for UWB radiator with
                                                                            TEM-horn in the (r, z)-geometry
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The dynamics of a forming for pulsed electromag-
netic radiation may be simulated by known numerical
full-electromagnetic PIC code KARAT [9, 10]
(karat@tarak.msk.su). Some results are given in
Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 the horn has the ring radiation surface
sφ = 2π·r1h1 (2r1 = 0.2 m – diameter of the electrode
edges and h1 = 0.15 m – gap between electrodes). Pa-
rameters of pulse generator are: power Wg
(T ≥ Tg) = 360 MW, and a time profile of pulsed volt-
age Vg(T)/V0 = (sin(πT/2Tg))2 for T < Tg and 1 for
T ≥ Tg with various full rise-time: Tg = 0.05, 0.18 and
0.8 ns. The calculation results are clear shown on the
non-stationary processes in pulsed radiator. They are
developed as a shock exciting of wave oscillations
particularly in a case of sharp front (Tg << h1/c). This
processes produce due to self-inductance of Hφ-field
(a term with ∂H/∂t in eq. (1)). It form a rapid slump
rear side on an pulse shapes of the E(t) and H(t) . Be-
sides this one can see in Fig. 1 a formed a reverse po-
larity field in the electromagnetic wave bunch (see
E(r) at the t = 5 ns).

4. Experimental Sensors for UWB Electromagnetic
Wave and System Registration

A registration of the UWB electrical signals has been
produced as high speed oscilloscopes of the S-7-19
and SRG-7 (not less 5 GHz bandwidth) as the "TRIM"
(production by “TRIM Ltd.”) digital sampling oscillo-
scope with 10 GHz bandwidth. We use various the
voltage divider and sensors with the voltage strength
up to 100 kV and with high frequency bandwidth [13].
The coaxial cables are tested and measured a weak-
ening of the voltage pulse after passed through a ca-
ble. The computer programs (made by V.E. Ostashev
using cable model in [14]) was used for simulations
the weakening and reshaping of the pulse signal.

The E(t) fields in electromagnetic wave traveling
in a free space were measured by sensors of the linear
strip transducer [15]. The original strip transduser was
made at All Russian NIIOFI. It has sensitivity of
0.5 V/(kV/m) with a communication cable of 12 m
length and a “hard” frequency correction provided low
distortions for an measurements of the field E(t) with
a pulse duration from 0.1 ns up to 5 ns. In measure-
ments of the sub-nanosecond pulses we use also the
strip transduser of production by IHED RAS.

5. Set-up of Multiunit UWB Radiator
The multiunit UWB radiator (Radiator) with a con-
trolled direction of the radiation pattern is constructed
by using few units of the pulsed radiators with a con-
trol system for a time-delay of output pulses. Each
radiator-unit composes by the radiating antenna-unit
connected with the high power generator-unit (GIN70)
and the auto-synchronizing-unit (ASU) provided a
stabilization of time delay (between input pulse, which
starts the ASU and output power pulse from the

GIN70). The ASU was synchronized by starting-pulse
from the multi-channel synchronizing master genera-
tor (MSG). The MSG does also in accordance of outer
controlled signal a change of the time-delay between
any its channels. The tested Radiator was composed
on base of two generators of GIN70 and four antenna
modules. The ASU and MSG devices were made by
“TRIM Ltd.” Company.

The GIN70 (production by “FID Technology”) has
two coaxial feeders (each with impedance 50 Ω) pro-
duced two synchronized power pulses. Pulsed power
parameters on each feeder are given at table.

No Unit
of GIN70

Pulse voltage,
kV

Pulse Power,
MW

34–361 35–38 48–55

40–422 40–43 64–72

Total Synchronized Power 112–127

Other parameters of the pulsed voltage on each
channel were a rise-time: τ0g ≈ 0.14 ns on 0.1–0.9 lev-
els of peak voltage, and a duration: τp ≈ 0.6 ns on half
level of peak voltage. GIN70 in mode 100 Hz repeti-
tions of pulses consumed 1.6 А from DC 24 V source.
GIN70 is placed in metallic box with 11×12×17 cm
sizes.

The one antenna module (production by IHED
RAS) is constructed as the flat-plate TEM-horn with
outer dimensions of the 0.28×0.14  – radiated aperture
and a 0.5  length. As there was noted in sec. 3 the
TEM-horn with aspect ratio of a1/h1 ≥ 2 is better than
such with square aperture. Assembly from two the
antenna modules connected with the GIN70 is pre-
sented one the radiator unit with square aperture. The
tested Radiator was presented two this unit joined one
with other on horizontal plane.

6. Experimental Data for the Radiator

The E(t) electric fields were measured by the strip
transduser sensors at distance 6m (between sensor and
antenna face). Experimental results are given in Fig. 2.

Waveforms in Fig. 2 there were are produced at
tumbling of Radiator on various azimuth angles (in
horizontal plane). The (A, B, D) pictures of Fig. 2
were made in a case of synchronizing the units (i.e.
without a change of the time-delay). The (C, E) pic-
tures were made with the changes of the time-delay
(∆t ≈ 0.25 ns for C-picture, and ∆t ≈ 0.55 ns for E-
picture). Direction radiated pattern (for comparative
peaks of electrical field of Emax(φ)/Emax(φ = 0)) with
and without elektronics scanning is given below in
table.

Angle φ, grad 0 7.5 15 30
Without electron-
ics scanning ≈ 0.7 ≈ 0.36 ≈ 0.2

With electronics
scanning

Emax(φ)/
Emax(0)

1.0
≈ 0.9 ≈ 0.8 ≈ 0.5
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Fig. 2. (A–E). Electric field E(t) at r = 6 m from Radiator,
and for angles: A – 0°; B, C – 15°; D, E – 30°. Horizontal
      scale of t – 0.6 ns/div, vertical scale of E(t) – 9 kV/div

So the angle divergence of pulsed radiation for the
tested Radiator equal ∆φE ≈ ± 12° – for peaks of elec-

tric field, and ∆φP ≈ ±7° – for peaks of Poynting flow
of pulsed power (estimations for level 0.5 from maxi-
mum value). Maximum angle of electronics scanning
is limiting the angle divergence of pulsed radiation for
one antenna module. But antenna with high angle di-
vergence of pulsed radiation will produce lower field
intensity.

The Emax – peaks for pulsed radiation from the
separate modules were also measured. They are pre-
sented below.

No module Emax, kV/m FOM, kV
1 8.5 ≈ 50
2 13 ≈ 80

together ≈ 21.0 ≈ 130

The No. 1 module was made with lower parame-
ters both a pulsed power value and not good synchro-
nizing between its channels.

The FOM parameters for few pulsed radiators are
given at comparing. In sec. 2 there are the computer
simulation results (see Fig. 1) for the (r, z)-horn with a
ring radiation surface. This radiator has a rounding
direction pattern. The FOM parameters for the (r, z)-
radiator and the tested Radiator will be identical if
attitude of values their pulsed powers will not less 4.
There were received comparative experimental data
for our antenna module and “typical” antenna com-
posed with TEM-horns of square aperture (production
by All Russian NIIOFI). For same pulse power gen-
erators the antenna module produced the FOM ap-
proximately in 1.5 times more compared with the
FOM value for the “typical” antenna.

7. Conclusion

The system with a controlled direction of the radiation
pattern was built and successfully tested for high
power radiator of 130 MW pulsed power.

This work was carried out under financial support
of Russian Federal Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology.
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